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Sam's freaking out. He's 30 in three weeks. And what has he done in
his twenties? It's pretty simple math: nothing exciting at all. But hey,
he has three weeks right? Maybe that's just enough time to tick his way
through a 20s Must Do List . . . Luke's freaking screwed. He's come out
to his family, and his friends. Except there's a certain someone who
doesn't know yet: his neighbor of 7 years. Who also happens to be his
best friend. Who Luke needs to tell the truth, but he just . . . can't . . .
seem to . . . Jeremy's freaking over-the-moon. It's the countdown to his
15th birthday, and his goal is simple. No matter what, he's going to
spend heaps of time with saucy Suzy. But first he needs to get his overprotective, no-girlfriend-'cause-you'll-get-her-pregnant parents off his
back. And what better way than pretending he's gay? Sam, Luke, and
Jeremy. Three guys who have a lot of history together, and a lot of
future too- -well, if they can sort out their issues, that is.
The littlest readers can learn about Jane Goodall in this board book
version of the New York Times bestselling Ordinary People Change the
World biography. This friendly, fun biography series focuses on the
traits that made our heroes great—the traits that kids can aspire to in
order to live heroically themselves. In this new board book format, the
very youngest readers can learn about one of America's icons in the
series's signature lively, conversational style. The short text focuses on
drawing inspiration from these iconic heroes, and includes an
interactive element and factual tidbits that young kids will be able to
connect with. This volume tells the story of Jane Goodall, the famous
conservationist and chimpanzee expert.
Richard Scarry's classic has been a favourite with children the world
over for more than 50 years. Share in the magic of Scarry's Busytown
with this beautiful paperback edition. This gorgeous paperback edition
of the beloved Scarry classic is packed with things to spot on every
page. What Do People Do All Day? is beautiful, fun and has been a
favourite with children of all ages for more than 50 years. Everyone is
busy in Busytown - from train drivers to doctors, from mothers to
sailors, in police stations and on fire engines. Follow lots of busy people
working through their busy days! Captain Salty and his crew are
getting ready to go on a voyage; Doctor Lion is busy at the hospital;
Sergeant Murphy is working hard to keep things safe and peaceful; and
engineers are building new roads. Packed full of activity and funny
details to discover, this celebration of Busytown and its inhabitants will
keep curious minds occupied for hours on end! Perfect for ages 3 and
up.
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Olivia Twist is an innovative reimagining of Charles Dickens' classic tale
Oliver Twist, in which Olivia was forced to live as a boy for her own
safety until she was rescued from the streets. Now eighteen, Olivia
finds herself at a crossroads: revealed secrets threaten to destroy the
"proper" life she has built for herself, while newfound feelings for an
arrogant young man she shouldn't like could derail her carefully laid
plans for the future. Olivia Brownlow is no damsel in distress. Born in a
workhouse and raised as a boy among thieving London street gangs,
she is as tough and cunning as they come. When she is taken in by her
uncle after a caper gone wrong, her life goes from fighting and stealing
on the streets to lavish dinners and soirees as a debutante in high
society. But she can’t seem to escape her past … or forget the teeming
slums where children just like her still scrabble to survive. Jack
MacCarron rose from his place in London's East End to become the
adopted "nephew" of a society matron. Little does society know that
MacCarron is a false name for a boy once known among London gangs
as the Artful Dodger, and that he and his “aunt” are robbing them blind
every chance they get. When Jack encounters Olivia Brownlow in
places he least expects, his curiosity is piqued. Why is a society girl
helping a bunch of homeless orphan thieves? Even more intriguing,
why does she remind him so much of someone he once knew? Jack
finds himself wondering if going legit and risking it all might be worth it
for love.
A Sideways Look at Time
Misogyny, Toxic Masculinity, and Heteronormativity in Post-2000
Popular Music
Breaking Up the Boys' Club of Silicon Valley
Venus Plus X
Felicia's Second Life
Mary Ann in Autumn
This 30,000-word book is filled with naughty male to female lesbian transformations and
contains 3 gender swap erotic romance stories: Female LegacyOut of work and in need of
money, an inheritance from a strange uncle sounds just like the answer to all his problems if it
wasn't for an unusual outfit that changed him into a hot female but is that so bad?Alex has lost
his job and in desperate need of money for next month's rent. When he gets a letter from an
attorney informing that he is the sole heir to the estate of his uncle, he expects his problems to
be solved.Going to the meeting with his friend and neighbor Sally, the hot lesbian exotic dancer,
he learns that his strange uncle has vanished without a trace and left him all of his belongings.
There seem to be little of value except for a promise of a world of unimaginable experiences if
he dares and a special outfit that Alex tests out to shocking result.Alex finds himself turned into
a stunning female which Sally also finds attractive, can Alex change back and does he even want
to, when he finds out how good it is to be a young woman.My Lesbian College LoveDo you love
me? Those words can be a life-changer in unexpected ways.Tom has begun his sophomore year
at college, but when his friend brings him to a frat party on a school night, he never expects to
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meet two girls, that in vastly different ways will change his entire life.One an auburn-haired
beauty who vanish before Tom even learns the name of his newly found dream girl. The other a
mysteriously looking girl who offers him a chance to meet her again and test if she's his true
love.Little does he know that accepting her offer will rapidly turn him into a stunning looking
female...Transformed into a Hot BabeWhat to do when you have a crush on a hot lesbian girl,
and you're a just a plain average man. Your employer has a secret experiment that can help you,
maybe in a more different way than you ever had imagined...Average guy Martin finds himself
stuck in his daily life, partly because he's just a plain man among thousands of other people at
the huge science corporation, but mostly because he for months has had a crush on his sexy
coworker Ida. A girl he can't have because she's lesbian.When the company wants him to be the
test person on a secret new project about "Change and Improvement" because they claim he's
the right man for the job, he accepts, in the hope, it will make him move up in the world. Little
does he know that the experiment will make him go through a major transformation process that
turns him into a model hot female.Now left as hot brunette Martina with no idea on how it is to
be a woman he seeks the aid of Ida, surely she can teach a thing or two, and maybe this change
opens up for a whole new chance with the girl of his dreams.
A fresh approach to thriving in the face of change. What if the secret to an amazing, fulfilled life
isn't being able to get what you want, but being able to effectively say goodbye to what you've
lost? Whether you're facing the end of a relationship or a job, an organizational change, the
death of a loved one, or the loss of a long-held dream, the way you say goodbye can mean the
difference between stagnating in grief and thriving in the future. In The Good Goodbye, Dr.
Gladys Ato shares how a seed planted at her mother's funeral grew into a new paradigm for
coping with change and loss and learning to let go with grace. Recognized as a Latina Leader
by Hispanic Executive magazine, and a former psychotherapist, consultant, and executive
leader, Dr. Ato draws on her 20-year career of guiding hundreds of individuals and several
organizations to successfully move through change of all types to give you a clear path for
turning the pain of change and loss into personal empowerment and healing. In this book, you'll
read stories of people who were able to transform their struggles into inspiring new beginnings
using The Good Goodbye(R) approach. This straightforward, psychology-based framework
helps you: -Adapt to and successfully evolve with any loss or change -Navigate change without
being held back by regret or guilt -Turn the dread and disappointment around loss into
acceptance and gratitude for a new chapter -Discover clarity of purpose for those parts of your
life that feel out of control. Change is never easy, but this heartfelt, motivational book gives you
a clear roadmap to mastering it with self-confidence, trust, and grace. The Good Goodbye will
enable you to release old pain, embrace new experiences, and create the amazing life you
deserve.
Ten years ago, Joee Alexander's grandfather used magic to hide a mysterious silver case inside
the #7 Coal Mine. The events of that fateful day will be revealed on her thirteenth birthday and
there is nothing he can do to stop it. Joee and her three best friends, Stump, Wheels, and Sarah
are physically challenged but that's not all they have in common. They're bullied on a daily
basis and they each possess magic abilities they don't know they have. When they find an old
map that shows underground tunnels leading to the #7 Coal Mine, they join forces to find what
they believe is hidden treasure. Their adventure uncovers the truth about the mysterious case
and their magical powers. It's a set destiny that will pit them against a town full of bullies, a
corrupt banker who isn't what he seems, and Maulick, a man so evil, he cannot possibly be from
their world. The Little Rednecks is about the difficulties that physically challenged children face.
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It highlights the problem with stereotypes and shows bullying at its worst. It is a story about
heart and dedication, and the friendship, dreams, and hopes of four physically challenged kids
who prove that they really are like every other kid their age.
She wanted to be a hip-hop star but the streets got in the way. Have you ever laid down with a
man and wasn’t sure if you’d ever get back up? Tossed the sheets with a bone-knocking fear
that only a hard-core hustler could produce? Sexed him like your life depended on it, because in
reality it did? You still with me? Then let’s roll over to my house. Harlem. 145th Street. Grab a
seat and brace yourself as I show you the kind of pain that street life and so-called success can
bring. . . . Nineteen-year-old Candy Raye Montana, an ex—drug runner for the Gabriano crime
family and a former foster child, dreams of becoming a hip-hop superstar, if only someone will
discover her talents. Someone does. Mega music producer and king thug of Harlem, Junius
“Hurricane” Jackson, CEO of the House of Homicide recording studio, cuts a deal and puts
Candy on the stage. Suddenly she is a hot new artist on the notorious Homicide Hitz record
label. Her career takes off and she blazes the charts, but it’s not long before Candy realizes that
the man she thought was her knight is nothing more than a cold-blooded nightmare. Caught
between the music and the madness, between the dollars and the deals, Candy belongs to
Hurricane—body and soul—and must endure his sadistic bedroom desires while keeping his
sexual secrets hidden from the world. But Candy has some strong desires of her own that simply
cannot be denied, especially when she finds herself turned on by a brilliant investment baller
who just happens to be Hurricane’s right-hand man. Candy longs for her freedom, but if
Hurricane gets wind of her betrayal the blowback will be lethal—and not only will she risk losing
her recording contract, she just might lose her life.
My Princess Boy
The Successful Body Swap Spell
Taboo for You
Inside the Evangelical Movement That Shamed a Generation of Young Women and How I Broke
Free
Candy Licker
A Magical Gender Swap Story
A New York Times bestseller and enduring classic, All About Love is
the acclaimed first volume in feminist icon bell hooks' "Love Song to
the Nation" trilogy. All About Love reveals what causes a polarized
society, and how to heal the divisions that cause suffering. Here is
the truth about love, and inspiration to help us instill caring,
compassion, and strength in our homes, schools, and workplaces.
“The word ‘love’ is most often defined as a noun, yet we would all
love better if we used it as a verb,” writes bell hooks as she comes
out fighting and on fire in All About Love. Here, at her most
provocative and intensely personal, renowned scholar, cultural critic
and feminist bell hooks offers a proactive new ethic for a society
bereft with lovelessness--not the lack of romance, but the lack of
care, compassion, and unity. People are divided, she declares, by
society’s failure to provide a model for learning to love. As bell
hooks uses her incisive mind to explore the question “What is love?”
her answers strike at both the mind and heart. Razing the cultural
paradigm that the ideal love is infused with sex and desire, she
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provides a new path to love that is sacred, redemptive, and healing
for individuals and for a nation. The Utne Reader declared bell
hooks one of the “100 Visionaries Who Can Change Your Life.” All
About Love is a powerful, timely affirmation of just how profoundly
her revelations can change hearts and minds for the better.
Gender & Pop Culture provides a foundation for the study of gender,
pop culture and media. This comprehensive, interdisciplinary text
provides text-book style introductory and concluding chapters
written by the editors, seven original contributor chapters on key
topics and written in a variety of writing styles, discussion
questions, additional resources and more. Coverage includes: Foundations for studying gender & pop culture (history, theory,
methods, key concepts) - Contributor chapters on media and
children, advertising, music, television, film, sports, and technology
- Ideas for activism and putting this book to use beyond the
classroom - Pedagogical Features - Suggestions for further readings
on topics covered and international studies of gender and pop
culture Gender & Pop Culture was designed with students in mind,
to promote reflection and lively discussion. With features found in
both textbooks and anthologies, this sleek book can serve as primary
or supplemental reading in undergraduate courses across the
disciplines that deal with gender, pop culture or media studies. “An
important addition to the fields of gender and media studies, this
excellent compilation will be useful to students and teachers in a
wide range of disciplines. The research is solid, the examples from
popular culture are current and interesting, and the conclusions are
original and illuminating. It is certain to stimulate self-reflection
and lively discussion.” Jean Kilbourne, Ed.D., author, feminist
activist and creator of the Killing Us Softly:Advertising’s Image of
Women film series “An ideal teaching tool: the introduction is
intellectually robust and orients the reader towards a productive
engagement with the chapters; the contributions themselves are
diverse and broad in terms of the subject matter covered; and the
conclusion helps students take what they have learnt beyond the
classroom. I can’t wait to make use of it.” Sut Jhally, Professor of
Communication, University of Massachusetts at Amherst,Founder &
Executive Director, Media Education Foundation Adrienne TrierBieniek, Ph.D. is currently an assistant professor of sociology at
Valencia College in Orlando, Florida. Her first book, Sing Us a Song,
Piano Woman: Female Fans and the Music of Tori Amos (Scarecrow,
2013) addresses the ways women use music to heal after
experiencing trauma. www.adriennetrier-bieniek.com Patricia Leavy,
Ph.D. is an internationally known scholar and best-selling author,
formerly associate professor of sociology and the founding director
of gender studies at Stonehill College. She is the author of the
acclaimed novels American Circumstance and Low-Fat Love and has
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published a dozen nonfiction books including Method Meets Art:
Arts-Based Research Practice. www.patricialeavy.com
Good day, everyone! My name is Felicia Belphere Metrune. I am the
only daughter of Baron Alphonse Lartes Metrune. I am 7 years old. I
haven’t always been Baron Metrune’s daughter, though. I was
originally a 29 year old man who lived in Cornwall. One day I was hit
by a truck and as a result, I was reincarnated into what at first
seemed to be medieval Europe. But what’s this? We are a noble
family, but why is our house so run down? Why are the fields looking
so lifeless? Why does our army consist of one person? Why do we
have so much land but it’s all barren? Why? Why? Why?
A house that turns boys into girls? A college student is looking for a
house to rent and comes across an unbelievable deal. According to
the gorgeous girl vacating it, the place is enchanted and has a closet
with women's clothing and accoutrements that can never be
emptied. She also claims it turned her from a boy into a very special
girl while she lived there. Convinced the renter is a bubble off, and
there is no such thing as an enchanted house, plus the fact the deal
is irresistible and the house and yard so perfect, Chris decides to
rent the place and invites his roommate and best friend Bill to join
him. Will the house turn out to be what the last renter said, or is it
all a farce? Will Chris grow into a fully feminized special girl, or will
he and Bill continue to live as two regular guys enjoying renting a
knock-out house together? Immerse yourself in Chris's tale of
growth, change, and finding love in this new-adult, LGBT,
transgender, crossdressing, feminization, first-time, short-read
romance.
A Tales of the City Novel
Big Red Lollipop
The House of Enchanted Feminization
Pure
3 Erotic Gender Swap Stories
Trifles

I didn't want to believe that my girlfriend actually found a spell that would switch our
bodies. But this spell worked, and now I am standing with a hot, young and
probably very fertile body. One results in the other, and we tested the bodies to the
end. I hardly have to say that this leads to a pregnancy.This erotic short story
contains scenes of intense, passionate sex between two gender swapped adults.
I can’t believe I agreed to go to this silly, gender-swap Halloween costume party
dressed like a sexy female witch. And even worse, my friend Chelsea is dragging
me to a stupid fortune teller. What a scam. Magic isn’t real. What, is she going to
turn me into a real sexy witch? Hah! Yeah right. Max Cooper grudgingly agreed to
dress up like a female witch for his friend Kyle’s gender-swap Halloween party, and
his pal Chelsea offered to doll him up so well that no one would be able to tell he
wasn’t really a girl. She did such a good job that even Kyle’s friend Mitch is fooled
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into thinking that Max is just another hottie at the party! But when Max and Chelsea
go to have their fortunes read by the mysterious Madame Orlando, Max can’t shut
up about how it’s all a scam and how magic isn’t real. Chelsea apologizes, but not
before the Madame offers Max a chance to see just how real her magic can be.
Now Max is stuck as Maxine, the sexiest witch at the party! But what is she going to
do with her new, hot little body? Only one thing is for certain: Mitch sure looks great
now that “Maxine” has an all-new female set of appetites, and suddenly she’s dying
to find out just how wild Halloween can get…
Alexis is a college student looking to raise money to create her own tech company
by going on Truth or Bimbo College Edition. It seemed simple enough: answer nine
questions correctly and go home with $1 million.Of course, this being a game show,
there are consequences for wrong answers. That is where the Bimbo Board comes
in. Every time Alexis answers a question incorrectly, she faces a physical or mental
transformation, with each change leading her down the path toward bimbodom.This
being the College Edition of the Truth or Bimbo game show, there are a few
additions made to the game. One of the game show's financial backers makes
Alexis an offer she can't refuse. He will give Alexis 100 times more money for every
question she gets right, but she must allow him to choose from the selected
transformation options when she incorrectly answers a questionAs the game
progresses, Alexis finds herself becoming more and more of a bimbo as her
dreams to disrupt the world of computers and technology dwindle. Will she become
the first winner of Truth or Bimbo or will she learn to embrace her new bimbo life?
Find out in Truth or Bimbo College Edition.This novel is a bimbo transformation
story. It contains descriptions of masturbation, oral sex and body alterations
including breast enlargement. It also includes light BDSM themes. This story has
strong adult content and should not be viewed by anyone under the age of 18. All
characters found in the following story are 18 or older.
A top-ranked horse trainer’s gorgeous, life-affirming memoir that offers profound
insight into the fascinating ways both horses and humans seek relationships to
survive. At the start of this remarkable story of recovery, healing, and redemption,
Ginger Gaffney answers a call to help retrain the troubled horses at an alternative
prison ranch in New Mexico, a facility run entirely by the prisoners. The horses are
scavenging through the dumpsters, kicking and running down the residents when
they bring the trash out after meals. One horse is severely injured. The horses and
residents arrive at the ranch broken in one way or many: the horses are defensive
and terrified, while the residents, some battling drug and alcohol addictions, are
emotionally and physically shattered. With deep insight into how animals and
humans communicate through posture, body language, and honesty of spirit,
Gaffney walks us through her struggle to train the untrainable. Gaffney peels away
the layers of her own story—a solitary childhood, painful introversion, and a
transformative connection with her first horse, a filly named Belle—and she, too,
learns to trust people as much as she trusts horses. As her year-long odyssey
builds toward a dramatic conclusion, the group experiences triumphs and failures,
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brave recoveries and relapses, as well as betrayals and moving stories of trust and
belonging. Resonant, smart, and beautifully written, Half Broke tears at the heart of
what it takes to find wholeness after years of trauma and addiction and offers
profound insight on how working with animals can satisfy our universal need for
connection.
A Little Book about Jane Goodall
It Feels Good to Be Yourself
Transformed Into a Geek Girl
Gender & Pop Culture
Sci-Fi Feminization
A Text-Reader
This book presents chapters that have been brought together to consider the
multitude of ways that post-2000 popular music impacts on our cultures and
experiences. The focus is on misogyny, toxic masculinity, and heteronormativity.
The authors of the chapters consider these three concepts in a wide range of
popular music styles and genres; they analyse and evaluate how the concepts
are maintained and normalized, challenged, and rejected. The interconnected
nature of these concepts is also woven throughout the book. The book also
seeks to expand the idea of popular music as understood by many in the West to
include popular music genres from outside western Europe and North America
that are often ignored (for example, Bollywood and Italian hip hop), and to bring
in music genres that are inarguably popular, but also sit under other labels such
as rap, metal, and punk.
Mike Wantry has always wondered what it would feel like to be a girl, and thanks
to the magic of full-body virtual reality his dreams are finally possible! There's just
one problem: All gender and sex programs are blocked on his VR machine.When
he finds himself home alone one day, he decides to "borrow" his step-sister's
machine and see what it's like to walk a mile in her shoes. Everything is going
well until her girlfriend Amy catches Mike in the act. She decides to have a little
fun with him by showing him exactly what being a girl means!Now Mike is in over
his head and the action is getting hotter every second, but can he get out of his
female VR body before he starts to like it a little too much? If Amy has her way,
he might be stuck like this forever...That would be terrible... wouldn't it?
Inspiration for the Netflix Limited Series, Tales of the City The eighth novel in the
beloved Tales of the City series, Armistead Maupin’s best-selling San Francisco
saga. Following the success of his New York Times bestseller Michael Tolliver
Lives, Armistead Maupin’s Mary Ann in Autumn is a touching portrait of
friendship, family, and fresh starts, as the City by the Bay welcomes back Mary
Ann Singleton, the beloved Tales of the City heroine who started it all. A new
chapter begins in the lives of both Mary Ann and Michael “Mouse” Tolliver when
she returns to San Francisco to rejoin her oldest friend after years in New York
City… the reunion that fans of Maupin’s beloved Tales of the City series have
been awaiting for years.
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In these three stories, a man embraces his feminine side and then has to decide
whether he wants to live as a boy or a girl. In "Unisex" a man is turned into a boy
who's mistaken by his new classmates for a girl. As he starts to play with dolls
and wear dresses, he starts to see being a girl might not be so bad.In
"Androgynous," a man is changed into a teenager who looks like a girl, but has a
big secret between his legs. While he tries to keep this hidden, he starts to see
what it's like to live as a girl.And in "Sissified," a fitness freak is changed into a
puny transgender person who first disguises himself as a teenage boy and then a
young woman. In the end which life will he choose?
I am Caring
The Good Goodbye
The Nail Ring
Brotopia
Half Broke: A Memoir
Witch Switch
Instant National Bestseller A PBS NewsHour-New York Times Book Club Pick
"Excellent." —San Francisco Chronicle Silicon Valley is a modern utopia where
anyone can change the world. Unless you're a woman. It's time to break up the boys'
club. Incisive, powerful, and a fierce rallying cry, Emily Chang shows us how to fix
Silicon Valley’s toxic culture--to bring down Brotopia, once and for all. Silicon Valley
is not a fantasyland of unicorns, virtual reality rainbows, and 3D-printed lollipops for
women in tech. Instead, it’s a "Brotopia," where men hold the cards and make the
rules. While millions of dollars may seem to grow on trees in this land of innovation,
tech’s aggressive, misogynistic, work-at-all costs culture has shut women out of the
greatest wealth creation in the history of the world. Brotopia reveals how Silicon Valley
got so sexist despite its utopian ideals, why bro culture endures even as its companies
claim the moral high ground, and how women are speaking out and fighting back.
Drawing on her deep network of Silicon Valley insiders, Chang opens the boardroom
doors of male-dominated venture capital firms like Kleiner Perkins, the subject of Ellen
Pao's high-profile gender discrimination lawsuit, and Sequoia, where a partner once
famously said they "won't lower their standards" just to hire women. Exposing the
flawed logic in common excuses for why tech has long suffered the “pipeline” problem
and invests in the delusion of meritocracy, Brotopia also shows how bias coded into AI,
internet troll culture, and the reliance on pattern recognition harms not just women in
tech but us all, and at unprecedented scale.
Boy meets... another boy. The first boy is straight. The second is a stunning blond(e)
wearing red lipstick. Touching on issues such as homophobia, gender, human
relationships and insecurity, 'blonde BOY, red LIPSTICK' tells the story of a brief
affair between two young people living in big cities more than 100 miles apart. But can
their meetings, filled with love, music and laughter - not to mention dancing and
shoplifting - overcome the inevitable barriers of naivety, doubt... and distance. "A
powerful love story. The portrayal of gender and gender issues is hugely important".
"Great to find an LGBTQ book written from a straight guy's point of view".
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From Hugo and Nebula winner Theodore Sturgeon comes a seeming utopia: a world
with only one gender and no poverty, pollution, or war—but at what cost? Charlie Johns
has been snatched from his home on Earth and delivered to the strange future world of
Ledom. Here, violence is a vague and improbable notion. Technology has triumphed
over hunger, overpopulation, pollution, and even time and space. But there is a change
Charlie finds even more shocking: Gender is a thing of the past. Gone are the tensions
between male and female. Gone is the human preoccupation with sex. As Charlie
explores Ledom and its people, he finds his engrained human precepts are profane in
this new world. But then why are his hosts so eager for his approval? Something isn’t
right about Ledom’s ideal existence. And when cracks begin to appear in its flawless
facade, Charlie must unearth the city’s terrible secrets . . . before it’s too late.
Theodore Sturgeon’s visionary tale is literary science fiction at its most brazen and
inventive. A scathing critique of American puritanism that unabashedly explores
questions of sexuality and gender, it remains as relevant, insightful, provocative, and
troubling as when it first appeared in print. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Theodore Sturgeon including rare images and never-before-seen
documents from the University of Kansas’s Kenneth Spencer Research Library and the
author’s estate, among other sources.
It is 1972, and fifteen-year-old Sabine enjoys a comfortable life as the daughter of
Indian parents living in Uganda. But her world is turned upside down when the
country's military President, General Idi Amin, declares Indians must be "weeded out"
of the country in ninety days. At first, Sabine does not believe that as Indians born in
Uganda they will be forced to leave their beloved home. It all seems so unfair. But as
the countdown continues, Sabine's eyes are opened to the poverty and hostility around
her. She begins to realize that she has lived a life of privilege compared to most
Ugandans. Even her best friend, Zena, turns away from her. Sabine must use all her
strength and resilience to find a way to escape the Uganda that used to be her home.
What Do People Do All Day?
Halloween Gender Swap
Taken By Aliens (Transgender Science Fiction)
Official Character Guide
An Urban Erotic Tale
Olivia Twist
Some people are boys. Some people are girls. Some people are both, neither, or
somewhere in between. This sweet, straightforward exploration of gender identity will
give children a fuller understanding of themselves and others. With child-friendly
language and vibrant art, It Feels Good to Be Yourself provides young readers and
parents alike with the vocabulary to discuss this important topic with sensitivity.
It's two geeky stories of gender swapping! It's the revenge of the nerds in "Rivalry
Game" when star quarterback Johnny Morrell wakes up in the body of a nerdy girl. Can
he find a way to change back before the big game? In "Cosplay" a slacker finds a ring
in a box of cereal that turns him into a superhero. There's just one hitch: it's a female
superhero!
After dying from a strange terminal illness, Ling Lan was reborn into a world 10000
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years into the future. Although she dearly wished she could just live a peaceful and
uneventful life in her new healthy body, fate had other plans ... Forced to disguise
herself as a boy just so she could inherit her deceased father's premium military
benefits, Ling Lan's journey to adulthood was full of challenges. After much difficulty,
she finally turned sixteen when she could drop the charade. But before she could grasp
her newfound freedom to get married and start her own family, a twist of fate results in
her being thrown into the Federation's top military boys' school. With these twists of
fate, Ling Lan had little choice but to walk further and further down a path of no return,
one of cold and aloof dominance ...
Be careful what you wish for, because you just might get it! Sam isn’t at all looking
forward to his 23rd birthday—why would he want to celebrate another year of grueling,
boring office work and striking out in dating? He hates his physique, and he can hardly
even think about dating anyway, what with his confusing feelings for his best (straight)
friend Mitchell. If only he’d been born a girl, he might have had a shot with him. On the
night of his birthday, Sam makes a wish for “true happiness” with a mysterious
bathroom attendant and immediately feels a sense relief wash over him. But the relief
turns to panic as he slowly begins to transform into a woman over the next several
days! Sam has no idea what to do. How will Sam navigate his slowly transforming body
around his friends and coworkers, and what will Mitchell say when he finds out? This
can’t possibly be the thing that will finally bring him the true happiness he always
wanted… can it?
Wintergirls
X-Change Temptations 2
New Visions
Gender Swap Erotica
The Lollipop Club

A beautifully written and riveting look at anorexia from acclaimed author Laurie Halse
Anderson. Cassie and Lia are best friends, and united in their quest to be thin. But when
Cassie is found dead in a motel room, Lia must question whether she continues to lose weight,
or choose life instead.
Today′s world is characterized by a set of overarching trends that often come under the rubric
of social change. In this innovative volume, Rainer K. Silbereisen and Xinyin Chen bring
together, for the first time, international experts in the field to examine how changes in our
social world impact on our individual development. Divided into four parts, the book explores
the major socio-political and technological changes that have taken place around the world from post- from the rapid upheavals in 1990s Europe to the gradual changes in parts of East
Asia - and explains how these developments interplay with human development across the
lifespan. Human Development and Social Change is a useful resource for students and
researchers involved in all areas of human development, including developmental psychology,
sociology and education.
Rubina has been invited to her first birthday party, and her mother, Ami, insists that she bring
her little sister along. Rubina is mortified, but she can't convince Ami that you just don't bring
your younger sister to your friend's party. So both girls go, and not only does Sana demand to
win every game, but after the party she steals Rubina's prized party favor, a red lollipop.
What's a fed-up big sister to do? Rukhsana Khan's clever story and Sophie Blackall's
irresistible illustrations make for a powerful combination in this fresh and surprising picture
book.
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A heartwarming book about unconditional love and one remarkable family. Dyson loves pink,
sparkly things. Sometimes he wears dresses. Sometimes he wears jeans. He likes to wear his
princess tiara, even when climbing trees. He’s a Princess Boy. Inspired by the author’s son,
and by her own initial struggles to understand, this heartwarming book is a call for tolerance
and an end to bullying and judgments. The world is a brighter place when we accept everyone
for who they are.
Space Swapped
Choose Your Own Gender Omnibus (Gender Swap Age Regression Fiction)
A Gender Transformation, Sexuality Swapping Novella
How to Navigate Change and Loss in Life, Love, and Work
Child of Dandelions
It's Not Easy to Be a Man After Travelling to the Future 2 Anthology
Wish for Her Birthday: A Magical Slow Change Gender Transformation RomanceAlyson Belle
Productions
I've gotten in over my head with X-Change. It's a secret new nanotechnological marvel with the
capability to microsurgically alter you into the opposite gender for twenty-four hours. I'm a
private eye that was hired to track down a missing X-Change addict, but it's really hard to focus
on busting a drug ring when the wonderful new world opening up before you depends on what
they produce...Content advisory: contains strong sexual themes of gender transformation,
gender dysphoria, and some seriously weird hijinks.~50,000 words.
Captain James T. Mitchell and his co-captain Lana King made one of the bravest sacrifices in
human history when they volunteered to have their brains scanned and bodies frozen by the
U.S. Human Preservation Service. In the event that mankind was ever in danger of extinction,
they would be unfrozen to carry out their sacred mission: Restarting the human race!Now,
thousands of years in the future, James is awoken from cryo-sleep by a strange alien species
to discover that humankind is long dead, and the aliens are encouraging him and Lana to do
exactly what they swore to. There's just one problem: James and Lana have awoken in the
wrong bodies! Lana is determined to carry out their mission as planned, but James never
expected that he'd be the one to have to do the woman's job. It all seemed easier when Lana
was taking care of that...Can James adjust to his new life as a woman and carry out the
mission he swore to accomplish, or is he going to solve the mystery of how this happened and
get back into his old body before Lana manages to talk him into staying the way they are? Find
out, in Space Swapped!
A brilliant and poetic exploration of the way that we experience time in our everyday lives. Why
does time seem so short? How does women's time differ from men's? Why does time seem to
move slowly in the countryside and quickly in cities? How do different cultures around the
world see time? In A Sideways Look at Time, Jay Griffiths takes readers on an extraordinary
tour of time as we have never seen it before. With this dazzling and defiant work, Griffiths
introduces us to dimensions of time that are largely forgotten in our modern lives. She presents
an infectious argument for other, more magical times, the diverse cycles of nature, of folktale
or carnival, when time is unlimited and on our side. This is a book for those who suspect that
there's more to time than clocks. Irresistible and provocative, A Sideways Look at Time could
change the way we view time-forever.
A Bimbo Transformation Novel
Social Change and Human Development
Wish for Her Birthday: A Magical Slow Change Gender Transformation Romance
Battle for Dream Island
All About Love
Slipping In
In Pure, Linda Kay Klein uses a potent combination of journalism, cultural commentary, and memoir to
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take us “inside religious purity culture as only one who grew up in it can” (Gloria Steinem) and reveals
the devastating effects evangelical Christianity’s views on female sexuality has had on a generation of
young women. In the 1990s, a “purity industry” emerged out of the white evangelical Christian culture.
Purity rings, purity pledges, and purity balls came with a dangerous message: girls are potential sexual
“stumbling blocks” for boys and men, and any expression of a girl’s sexuality could reflect the
corruption of her character. This message traumatized many girls—resulting in anxiety, fear, and
experiences that mimicked the symptoms of Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder—and trapped them in a cycle
of shame. This is the sex education Linda Kay Klein grew up with. Fearing being marked a Jezebel,
Klein broke up with her high school boyfriend because she thought God told her to and took pregnancy
tests despite being a virgin, terrified that any sexual activity would be punished with an out-of-wedlock
pregnancy. When the youth pastor of her church was convicted of sexual enticement of a twelve-year-old
girl, Klein began to question purity-based sexual ethics. She contacted young women she knew, asking if
they were coping with the same shame-induced issues she was. These intimate conversations developed
into a twelve-year quest that took her across the country and into the lives of women raised in similar
religious communities—a journey that facilitated her own healing and led her to churches that are
seeking a new way to reconcile sexuality and spirituality. Pure is “a revelation... Part memoir and part
journalism, Pure is a horrendous, granular, relentless, emotionally true account" (The Cut) of society’s
larger subjugation of women and the role the purity industry played in maintaining it. Offering a
prevailing message of resounding hope and encouragement, “Pure emboldens us to escape toxic
misogyny and experience a fresh breath of freedom” (Glennon Doyle, #1 New York Times bestselling
author of Love Warrior and founder of Together Rising).
When Nick comes into possession of a ring whose maker claims it's cursed he thinks nothing of it. He
can't figure out how to remove it, but he figures there's some trick to taking it off. He realizes how wrong
he is when an acquaintance touches it and he turns into a female version of himself. What follows is a
night of passion, but the ring has more in store for Nick each time someone new touches it. What will
Nick do to explore the spectrum of sexual experience? Join him (and occasionally her) as he experiences
six nights of transformative sex.This 29,000-word story is for ADULTS ONLY and features graphic
depictions of sex. Acts include gender transformation, vaginal sex, oral sex, lesbian sex, gay sex,
threesomes, pegging, and more. Please use your discretion when buying.
Truth Or Bimbo College Edition
First Time Lesbians
A Book About Gender Identity
Gender Transformation Erotica
Concept and Results
Blonde Boy, Red Lipstick
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